DATA SHEET

SpaceTRAX®
Reporting
Options
Optimize your Clinical Inventory
Management Processes, Reduce
Operational Costs and Avoid
Obsolesces using the SpaceTRAX
Reporting Options.

Description
SpaceTRAX® is a web-based, clinically-focused inventory management
system for healthcare facilities. The system is HIPPA-compliant and
uses secure software technology. SpaceTRAX is used by hospitals
and Integrated Delivery Networks (IDN) to track clinical inventory for a
variety of procedural areas.

Standard Reporting Capabilities
SpaceTRAX offers a comprehensive range of out-of-the-box reports for inventory managers and department administrators,
such as inventory usage and valuations, items and procedures, and inventory issues.
 ll reports can be customized, by using filters, according to time periods, reported items, participating units, departments, and
A
more. Additionally reports can be printed, and/or exported to Excel spreadsheets for further investigation.
The following table lists and explains all the available reports in SpaceTRAX:
Inventory Usage Reports
Purchase Orders

Lists all purchase orders opened over a specified time period.

Past Due Items

Lists all items from purchase orders that have not arrived within the specified lead time.

End of Day Usage

Shows all items used in a specified day, along with the associated patient (if applicable).

Inventory Usage

Shows Top and Bottom use items, within the inventory, over a specified time period.

Inventory Usage

Lists all items used, including quantity used, over a specified time period.

Zero Use Items

Lists items in the inventory that have NO use, within a specified time period.

Cycle Counts

Shows the Lot and Expiration dates of a specified inventory section. Used for checking SpaceTRAX
quantity on-hand with stock-take.

Adjustment Transactions

Lists all transactions of a given type that have occurred within the organization, over a specified
period of time (highly customizable).
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Procedure Reports
Procedure by Physician

Shows all procedures completed by a specific physician.

Average Case Cost

Shows the average cost and charges associated with a given procedure, in a given organization.

Case List

Allows you to report on cases based upon any staff, patient or procedural information.

Cases

Allows you to report on any case that was created in SpaceTRAX.

Issue Reports
Expired Items

Shows items expiring within different date ranges.

Missing Data

Shows items, within departments, that are missing par levels and cost.

Auto-Adjust

Shows all items used within the department, where Lot or Expiration information was not found in the
current inventory, over a specified time period.

Inventory Valuation Reports
Current Inventory

Shows all items within the department (can be customized based upon Pricing and Classification).

Inventory Month Ending Value

A bar graph showing the total department inventory value by month, over a specified time period.

Current Inventory Value

Shows all items and includes pricing, if entered.

Receive vs. Use

A bar graph showing both quantity of items received into inventory as well as items used from
inventory, over a specified time period.

Item Reports
Market Share

A pie chart showing the amount and value of inventory by Manufacturer.

Price Inconsistency

Displays inventory discrepancies where ship case quantity does not match individual item quantity
(i.e. BOX/5, CASE 24).

Par Level

Shows items grouped above, below, or in-between entered par values.

Replacement Items

Shows items within the department that have been replaced by another item within the department
(shows the replaced item and the replacement item on the same line).

Obsolete Inventory

Shows items within a department that are marked as Obsolete.

Custom Reports
In addition to the standard reports, custom reports can be designed per customer-specific requirements and may allow
additional capabilities, such as:
• Multiple exporting formats: PDF, Image, HTML, etc.
• Scheduling and publishing via email.
Custom reports are seamlessly integrated into the SpaceTRAX user interface. Administrators can control user access to
custom reports and exposure to sensitive data, such as ePHI & pricing, using the core permission management tools.
For more details on SpaceTRAX custom reports, contact STANLEY Healthcare technical Support:
Phone Support: +1-800-380-8883 (from US) +1-402-742-9490 (from outside US).
https://www.stanleyhealthcare.com/support
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